
WELCOME TO JUNGLE WRITING ACTIVITIES

Results 1 - 20 of Make writing fun for kids with these FREE Jungle Animals Writing Prompts. So many clever ideas for
kids, plus they are NO PREP!.

Older children will be proud to give rides to those who are younger. Zebra stripes Encourage children to make
original creations with zebra stripes. For example, they can choose to place the giraffe head with the elephant
body, etc. You may walk backwards, walk on your tiptoes like a giraffe, or take giant steps like an elephant,
etc. Hide them throughout the yard and invite children to search for the pieces. Funny monkey Set mirrors on
a table. A child chooses an animal card or figurine and hides it in his hands. Children pick cards and search for
the elements in the scene. Julia Skorcz on August 13, Lions and tigers and bears, oh my! Open creative
coloring-The jungle Print for each child. Puzzles Collect jungle scenes greeting cards, calendars, etc. When
children are done, they can parade around the daycare to present their animal masks. Am I an animal? They
must follow the rhythm of the first child in line. Glue the design on heavy cardboard and cut it out. Throw a
scarf up in the air and say, "In the jungle, there are Melt chocolate. Ask an older child to crouch down and sit a
child on his back. Add trees, animals, mountains, etc. Ask one group to name large animals while the other
group must name small animals. Educ-math-The jungle Open educ-math-The jungle Print and laminate for
durable, eco-friendly use. Illustrated jungle Find as many jungle and jungle animal pictures and illustrations as
possible. Let children cut it out and glue pieces of white yarn on it to represent the zebra's stripes. Monkey
game Monkeys jump from one branch to another. Using a toothpick, drip fine chocolate lines on top. They
must walk like the animal, act like the animal, and make the corresponding animal sound. They can use
modeling dough or salt dough to create it. Play African music. Help children stack them to create a long
giraffe neck. Hang the snake spirals within the daycare. My jungle book Cut animal pictures out of magazines,
old books, etc. Children must draw a line to the shadow which corresponds to each illustration using a
dry-erase marker. Provide small scales and weigh various objects. Give each child one puzzle piece and hide
the remaining pieces. Makeup and masks Paint babies' faces so they look like the animals you are discovering
during the theme. Use the gray paint to make prints of children's hands on construction paper. Big like, small
like Divide your group into two teams and have them sit facing each other. Cut out the animals. Lion mask
Have children paint a paper plate and cut the centre out. The child who guesses correctly will be the next one
to pick an animal. Laminate and secure the illustrations on the floor. When the music stops, children must
quickly sit on an animal variation of musical chairs. Plus, check out our outer space , Hollywood , and owl
classroom theme ideas. With your group, create your own jungle map. Children will enjoy threading a piece of
yarn through the holes.


